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A REVOLUTIONARY 
MOVING TARGET

SOLUTION
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Whether you are shooting at long range with a ri�e or at close range with 
a pistol, whether you want to shoot at steel or paper targets, whether you 
are looking for a single target solution or a tactical course with multiple 
moving targets, the BlinkTroll o�ers new and exciting possibilities.

BlinkTroll runs back and forth on a 
simple rope, so changing location is 

fast and uncomplicated.
This gives you a unique �exibility 

when training.

BlinkTroll can be controlled using a
smartphone and you can choose 

between several automated modes.     

With its modular hardware and
upgradable software, the BlinkTroll

concept is �exible not just in use but 
at the very core of its nature.

PRACTICE TO PERFECTION
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The BlinkTroll will run on both a 
static rope setup or a steel wire.
On �at terrain, tripods can be used 
as mounting points for the rope or 
wire. 

BlinkTroll is delivered in a compact and 
robust �ightcase. Perfect for the �eld, 
safe storage and transport. 

The BlinkTroll can be con�gured to 
your choice of target. With a carrying 
capacity of up to 6 kg, the BlinkTroll 
can be used with a steel target, 
cardboard cutouts or archery targets.

CONFIGURABLE 
TARGETS

EASY TO SETUPCUSTOMIZED 
FLIGHTCASE

The BlinkTroll is controlled using a 
smartphone or a tablet.

REMOTE CONTROLLED
USING A SMARTPHONE

We made a moving target that you can bring anywhere. Imagine the possibilities when you can simply attach 
a rope between two trees and run the target immediately! There are no wires and no need for grid power or 
heavy car batteries: all you need is to wirelessly connect your smartphone and tell the target what to do.
Our moving target is a new way to think about shooting and achieve mastery of the art.

BRING YOUR MOVING TARGET ANYWHERE!
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INTERCHANGEABLE 
BATTERY PACKS

Easy battery mount
      - 2 Hours of operationon a single battery
      - Blinktroll can carry 2 batteries
Sleep mode for longer battery life

WEATHER RESISTANT

Temperature range: -10º C to +50º C
Works in rain and snow

REMOTE CONTROL VIA APP

Connects to the BlinkTroll using Wi�
Start and stop sequences on app
Available for Android (iOS app in development)
        - Pre-installed Android device available
        - Range: 100 meters, more with range extender

CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT 

Modular hardware add-ons
Continuously improved app
Hit Detection System under development
Adaptable to your requirements

MODULAR DESIGN

Lightweight
Static line 6-10 mm compatible
Speed: 2-6 m/s
     - Carrying capacity: Up to 6kg
     - Basic BlinkTroll module can be expanded with additional functionality

SPECIFICATIONS
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The Blinktroll is easily tailored to
your speci�c needs and scenarios:

    Closed quarter combat
    Long range shooting
    Hostage situation

ONE BLINKTROLL MULTIPLE BLINKTROLLS

TRAIN AS YOU FIGHT

You can create advanced scenarios
using multiple BlinkTrolls:

    Event-based
    Hit Detection System under development
    On a timer
    Instructor control mode

 
.

Improve and track the skills of 
marksman. With the ability to
create event based scenarios,
you can insert unpredictability
into your training. 

Improve and track the skills
of marksman. 

“Fast accurate hits are what 
separate success from failure;
on the street, on the battle�eld
and when hunting.”
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Instant and continuous feedback 
helps instructors give proper 
guidance with the addition of 
the BlinkTroll Hit Detection 
System

Shooters who can hit a moving 
target on the range are better 
prepared to hit a moving target 
in the �eld

Create fun and challenging 
shooting competitions

Speed is adjustable to suit your 
target, from walking deer to 
running wild boar.

SHOOTING RANGE SETUP

IPSC PISTOL SHOOTING TACTICAL SHOOTING TRAINING

ARCHERY TRAINING

PRS - PRACTICAL RIFLE 

LONG RANGE SHOOTING

…AND MANY MORE!

PERFECT FOR A NUMBER 
OF DISCIPLINES.
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